A validity of the existing prediction equations for the ultimate tendon stress in beams prestressed with unbonded tendons was examined by large number of experimental data. The predicted results of tendon stress at ultimate were discussed in terms of several factors that were found important to affect the ultimate tendon stress. A parametric study was performed in order to propose a new prediction equation for computing the tendon stress at ultimate in beams prestressed with internally unbonded tendons. The accuracy of the proposed equation for tendon stress was verified by comparing the predicted results with the experimental results, which were collected in the available literature.
INTRODUCTION
When the behavior of beams prestressed with unbonded tendons is investigated, one of the most important missions is the evaluation of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons. Although many research works had already been carried out by both experimental and numerical investigations, and many computing methods for the unbonded tendon stress at ultimate were developed by various researchers over the world in the past, it is truly said, however, that none of these proposed methods could give "an exact" value of tendon stress at ultimate as compared with the experimental results. The numerical analyses 1)~3)
, while giving sufficient accuracy in prediction of tendon stress based on the improvement of computing techniques and mathematical algorism, are still too complex, and fit more to the research purpose rather than the design practice since they need a long time of computation. On the other hand, the existing prediction equations for unbonded tendon stress 4)~22)
, while could provide reasonable values of ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons in some cases, do predict the value of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons that were found to be quite different from the experimental observations in many other situations.
Although several equations for prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons have been recommended in American and European codes for practical use, it is believed, however, that those equations, while sometimes giving the inconsistent results where the negative value of stress increment due to the applied load were obtained, are too conservative in prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons because they are required to satisfy the safety conditions. Since the stress increment in the unbonded tendons due to the applied load depends strongly on the global deformation compatibility between the concrete and the unbonded tendons, the value of stress increment beyond the effective prestress could not be precisely predicted unless the nonlinear analyses have been performed. On the other hand, it is too hard to take the global compatibility requirements into account for the prediction equations since the simplicity and ease to use for the practical implementation are generally required for the prediction equations. For these requirements, many researchers tried to account for most of parameters that were found important in their prediction equations. In addition, while several prediction equations were derived based on the theoretical background, the others were proposed empirically on the basis of the measured data obtained from the experimental observations. It should be noted that neither of the prediction equations for the unbonded tendon stress at ultimate combines sufficient accuracy and simplicity to be recommended for the code implementation or put into use. Since the numerical analysis will be tedious and cumbersome, especially at the design stage, a simplified method or a prediction equation with more reliability and simplicity, that can be used to predict with sufficient accuracy the increase of stress in unbonded tendons beyond the effective prestress at any loading, will be useful for the design practice.
Though many efforts to predict the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons had been done so far by proposal of design equations or simplified methods of calculation, there is still room for the improvement not only in terms of accuracy but also particularly in accounting for the variables that are found to influence most the value of ultimate tendon stress. This study is one of the continuing efforts to propose a new equation for prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons. For these efforts, a brief review of prediction equations for the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons was comprehensively studied. The accuracy of each existing prediction equation for the unbonded tendon stress was then examined by using the experimental results of 120 beams with unbonded tendons, which were collected from the available literature. Based on the collected data, a parametric study was performed in order to propose a new equation for prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons. Several factors, for examples, compressive strength of concrete, loading type, loading span, span-to-depth ratio, percentage of non-prestressed reinforcements, and beam type, etc., were considered in the proposal of new prediction equation for the ultimate tendon stress. The collected data from the experimental observations was also used to check the accuracy of the proposed equation. The comparison between the actual and the predicted results showed good agreement. In addition, the superiority of the proposed equation was confirmed by comparing with the other prediction equations in terms of the results from the statistical analyses.
BACKGROUND
The most common approach to predict the stress in the tendons at ultimate for unbonded beams, f ps is a combination of the effective prestress after all losses, f pe and the stress increment, f ps beyond the effective prestress due to the applied load, and expressed as:
Up to date, all prediction equations for unbonded tendon stress could be classified into two categories: 1) the prediction equations recommended in the codes for practical use; 2) the prediction equations proposed by various researchers.
(1) Code equations for unbonded tendon stress ACI 318-95 4) gives the following equation for the tendon stress, f ps in unbonded prestressed beams:
or f py MPa (2) where =100 and C=414 for L/d ps 35, and =300 and C=207 for L/d ps >35; f c ' is the compressive strength of concrete; f py is the yield strength of the prestressing tendons; p is the prestressing ratio; d ps is the effective depth of prestressing tendons; and L is the length of tendon between the extreme ends.
It can be seen that the prediction equation recommended in ACI Code, while accounting for the compressive strength of concrete, prestressing ratio and span-to-depth ratio in prediction of the ultimate tendon stress as the most important parameters that affect the stress increment in the unbonded tendons, did not consider the effect of non-prestressed reinforcements, loading type, etc. However, the minimal amount of non-prestressed reinforcements is normally required for partially prestressed concrete members.
CAN3-A23. 3-M94 5) gives the following equation:
where l e is the length of the prestressing tendons between anchorage ends divided by the number of plastic hinges required to develop a failure mechanism in the span under consideration; and c is the depth from the extreme compression fiber to the neutral axis, and defined as follows:
where p , s , c are the material reduction factors for prestressing tendons, reinforcements and concrete, and are given as 0.9, 0.85, 0.6, respectively; A s , f y is the area and the yield strength of non-prestressed reinforcements, respectively; A ps, f py is the area and the yield strength of prestressing tendons; f c ' is the compressive strength of concrete; b, b w is the width of the compressive flange and width of the web, respectively; h f is the depth of flange; and 1 is the reduction factor of concrete compression block. Canadian Code equation accounts not only for number of plastic hinges required to develop at failure, but also number of important parameters, such as non-prestressed reinforcements, prestressing tendons, etc., in terms of the neutral axis.
British Code -BSI 8110-85 6) recommends the following equation for evaluation of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons:
where f cu ' is the compressive strength of concrete taken from the cubic tests; and f pu is the ultimate strength of the prestressing tendons.
German Code -DIN 4227 7) recommends the stress increase in the unbonded tendons as follows:
MPa (6) where E ps is the elastic modulus of prestressing tendons. German Code equation accounts only for the elastic modulus of prestressing tendons and the span-to-depth ratio of the beam in prediction of the stress increment in unbonded beams.
Dutch Code -NEN 3880 8) suggests that the stress increase in the unbonded tendons at ultimate is five percents larger than that of the effective stress, f pe at the prestressing stage, and expressed as follows:
Japanese Code 9) suggests that the ultimate flexural strength of the unbonded prestressed beams should be preferably taken as 70% of that of the equivalent beams prestressed with bonded tendons. However, Japan Prestressed Concrete Engineering Association -JPCEA 10) proposes the following equation for f ps : MPa (11) where q o is the reinforcement index, and defined as: Harajli reported that Eq.(13) is excessively conservative for simply supported members loaded other than with single concentrated load.
Naaman and Alkhairi 15) proposed the following equation for computing the stress in the unbonded tendons at ultimate:
MPa (14) where u is a bond reduction coefficient defined as where l e ' is the modified effective length; 2 is the reduction factor accounting for the number of full plastic hinge; m is the maximum possible number of plastic hinge that can develop in a member at failure under the given loading pattern; c y is the depth of neutral axis at yield of prestressing tendons.
Lee, et al. 20) proposed where b is the width of compression zone, l e is the length of the tendon between the end anchorages divided by the number of plastic hinges required to develop a failure mechanism in the span under consideration.
Recently, Roberts-Wollmann, et al. 22) presented the prediction equation, which was originally proposed by MacGregor, for calculation of stress in the unbonded tendons at ultimate as:
where c y is the depth of neutral axis at yield of prestressing tendons; L is the length of the tendon between anchorages; n is the number of hinges required to form a mechanism crossed by the tendon.
ACCURACY OF THE EXISTING PREDICTION EQUATIONS
To check the validity of the existing prediction equations, the measured values of ultimate tendon stress, f ps and stress increment, f ps from the experimental observations must be collected as many as possible. Further, several important parameters, such as the dimension of beams, concrete strength, span-to-depth ratio, percentage of prestressing tendons, percentage of ordinary reinforcement, loading type, loading span and material properties of unbonded tendons and concrete, etc., were also taken from the experimental data. In this study, the total of 120 beams prestressed with internally unbonded tendons had been collected from the available literature. This included the data taken from the experimental observations by Tam Third-point loading Table 1 .
The predicted results obtained from the existing equations were compared with the experimental results, and were presented in two figures, with respect to the value of f ps and f ps in order to show the validity of each prediction equation. The results of comparison were presented in Fig.1 through  Fig.3 for both the prediction equations recommended in the codes and the prediction equations proposed by various researchers. Further, the validity of the prediction equations was also examined by using the results from the statistical analyses in terms of mean values, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients as given in Table 2 . Note that the applicable range and the limitation of each prediction equation should be considered and checked when calculating the ultimate stress in unbonded tendons. In addition, the predicted results obtained by some design equations, which were mentioned previously, did not appear herein in order to reasonably keep the length of this paper since they lead to either extremely conservative, or inconsistent values of f ps that cannot be matched by large number of the experimental results.
It is observed from Fig.1 that the code equations generally underestimated the stress increase, f ps and the ultimate stress, f ps in the unbonded tendons. The prediction equation recommended in ACI Code was too conservative in prediction of f ps (see Fig.  1a , b) since it did not consider the effect of non-prestressed reinforcements, which are always required as the minimum reinforcement for concrete members in building codes. Both CAN and BSI Code equations, while giving the conservative prediction of f ps , provided the inconsistent results for f ps in some cases where negative values could be predicted (see Fig.1c, e) . Generally, the code equations predicted the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons with relatively poor correlation since they are required to preferably provide the ultimate stress on the safe side for the practical design. On the other hand, the predicted results for both f ps and f ps obtained by using the prediction equations proposed by various researchers were greatly disagreed as compared with the experimental results (see Figs.2,  3 ). The differences between the predicted results of f ps by using various prediction equations were largely observed since the different parameters were used to evaluate the tendon stress at ultimate due to the applied load. Du & Tao's equation was too unconservative, and overestimated most of data samples collected (see Fig.2c, d) Fig.1 Comparison between the measured and the predicted results by using code equations in MPa. reinforcements since some parameters representing non-prestressed reinforcements were used in the denominator for calculation of some parameters in the prediction equation (see Eq. (17)). Further, while the conservative prediction of f ps by using Tam's, Chakrabarti's and Au's equations for almost data samples collected was observed, the un-conservative results in prediction for f ps were found in members having high span-to-depth ratio like slabs. Meanwhile, Naaman's and Lee's equations gave somewhat similar level of accuracy in prediction of f ps for all data samples collected. It is also found that while many data samples predicted by Lee's equation were below the lower limit (see Fig.2i .2e ), however both prediction equations showed scattering phenomenon with wide range in prediction of f ps . All Harajli's equations gave almost conservative results in prediction of the tendon stress as compared with the measured values (see Fig. 3a~f ). Among three prediction equations proposed by Harajli, the equation 2 gave better results as compared with the others. Although Harajli's equation 1 was proposed on the basis of ACI Code equation to overcome the discontinuity of the span-to-depth ratio in ACI Code equation, however, the improvement in prediction of f ps did not have been seen. This is because Harajli's equation 1 is extremely conservative in prediction of f ps for simply supported beams subjected to two-point or uniform loading as mentioned in his conclusions. While giving conservative results, Harajli's equation 3 provided also the negative results for f ps in some cases (see Fig.3e ). Note that all Harajli's equations were generally on the safe side, the poor correlation with the experimental results and inconsistent results were observed in the prediction of f ps . Since Allouche's equation was modified on the basis of CAN Code equation, it showed a slight improvement in prediction of f ps as compared to CAN code equation (see Fig.1c, and Fig.3g ). However, many data samples were overly estimated because of the correction factor (1+c y /d ps 2 ), which is used as a multiplier in Allouche's equation. The advantage of Allouche's equation over the CAN Code equation is that while maintaining the conservative nature of code prediction equation, it eliminated the inconsistent results by setting the lower bound of 70 MPa as the minimum value of stress increase in the unbonded tendons. Finally, while nearly half of data samples were overly predicted, MacGregor's equation gave also poor correlation and the scattering phenomenon in prediction of f ps (see Fig.3i) .
The results from the statistical analysis for all existing prediction equations were given in Table 2 . From the comparison of the statistical analysis, it is observed that the standard deviation of all prediction equations for f ps was found to be largely different, in which the largest value of 0.775 was Du & Tao's equation and the smallest value of 0.218 was Harajli's equation 1. In the aspect of mean values, Du & Tao's, Naaman's and MacGregor's equations overly evaluated the experimental value for whole data samples collected, while the others underestimated the experimental results. In addition, the mean values of f ps for all code equations were rather as low as 0.55, indicated very conservative results as compared with the measured values. The same level of conservativeness for all Harajli's equations was also found. Concerning the value of correlation coefficients, it is clearly observed from Table 2 that the value of correlation coefficients cannot be determined in almost existing prediction equations, based on the collected data in this study because the negative values were found in the numerator in the square root of the equation for determination of the correlation coefficient 30) as shown in Eq. (24) . In this case, the prediction equations have more variability than the experimental results. In addition, Naaman's equation showed better result in terms of correlation coefficients in prediction of f ps as compared with the other prediction equations as shown in Table 2 . where f psei is the individual experimental value; f pspi is the individual predicted value; is the mean of the experimental value. Through a close look at all prediction equations, it can be observed that they largely disagreed on the implementation and treatment of number of important variables, leading to significant difference in the magnitude of f ps and f ps computed by the various prediction equations. Furthermore, some prediction equations showed too conservative and scattering phenomenon in prediction of f ps . In addition, none of the existing prediction equations could give sufficiently good correlation for both the values of f ps and f ps as compared with the measured results.
PARAMETRIC STUDY
In this section, a parametric study was performed before the proposal of a new equation for prediction of the stress in the unbonded tendons at ultimate. The parametric study was carried out on the basis of experimental data of 120 beams that collected from the available literature. Several parameters, such as loading type, span-to-depth ratio, percentage of prestressing tendons, percentage of non-prestressed reinforcements, concrete strength, plastic region length, etc., that were found important so far to affect the stress in the unbonded tendons, were accounted for. Each parameter or a combination of several parameters was plotted against the (25), which is derived from the force equivalent condition at the critical section together with the plastic region length concept. More detail for the derivation of Eq. (25) can be found in the previous study 31) . Figure 4 presented the relationship between the measured values of f ps against the combination of important variables. It can be observed that the stress increment due to the applied load reduces significantly with the increase in the ratio of q o (see Fig.4a ). The ratio of q o was recognized by Du and Tao 13) as expressed in Eq. (11) . However, besides the ratio of q o , the value of f ps due to the applied load also affected by the others parameters with more or less degree as shown in Fig.4b through Fig.4f . It is observed from these figures that the value of f ps tends to increase as the ratios of L d /L, d ps /c-1, f c '/ p and (d ps -c)/L increase, meanwhile it tends to decrease with the increase in the span-to-depth ratio, L/d ps as shown in Fig.4b . However, the span-todepth ratio, L/d ps has lesser effects on the stress increment, f ps for members having low ratio of L/d ps like beams than that of members having high ratio of L/d ps like slabs. From the results as shown in Fig.4 together with the results obtained by all prediction equations for the ultimate tendon stress as presented previously, it can be observed that neither the design equations recommended in the codes nor the prediction equations proposed by researchers combined sufficiently important parameters in the prediction equations. Therefore, the predicted results obtained from these equations are often quite different from the measured values as shown in the previous section. However, it is not negative to note that each prediction equation has the success to account for number of important factors, depending on researcher's purposes, which affect the tendon stress at ultimate. This indicated by the number of experimental results that were predicted with acceptable accuracy by using these prediction equations.
It is experimentally shown that the tendon stress at ultimate depends strongly on the geometry of the applied load, i.e., it depends, in the other words, on the plastic region length that was developed in the beams at failure 14) . Note that the value of plastic region length, L o , which had been obtained by using Eq. (25) , was assumed to be the measured value. Therefore, herein the variation of plastic region length-to-span ratio L o /L against the number of important variables was also presented as shown in Fig.5 . It is observed from this figure that while the value of L o /L tends to decrease with the increase in both L/d ps and f c ' (see Fig.5.a, b) , the parameter of q o appears to be one of the most important variables that remarkably affect the value of L o /L, in which the increase in q o makes the increase in the value of L o /L (see Fig.5c ). This is practically true in the case of two identical beams with different ratio of q o . The cracks will distribute more widely in a beam having higher ratio of q o than that of beam with smaller ratio of q o . The wider distributed area of cracks is, the larger length of plastic region becomes since the plastic region length depends mainly on the distributed area of cracks along the beam, or in the other words it depends on the concrete strain that develops above these cracks in the compression side at the yielding load of non-prestressed reinforcements. It should be noted that in general, both values of L/d ps and f c ' have more or less effects on the ratio of L o /L, in contrast the value of q o has significant effects on the ratio of L o /L. Therefore, these variables should be properly taken into account for the proposal of a new prediction equation of f ps , which will be presented in the next section.
PROPOSED EQUATION FOR ULTIMA-TE STRESS IN UNBONDED TENDONS
In the previous study 31) , the authors proposed the equation for prediction of the ultimate stress in the external tendons, based on the concept of plastic region length. That is, the deformation of the external tendons was assumed to develop mainly due to the plastic deformation occurring in the plastic region, which is expected to develop in the beams under the applied load at failure. This can be expressed in the following equation:
MPa (26) where E ps and cu are the elastic modulus of prestressing tendons and compressive concrete
strain at ultimate, respectively; c is the depth of neutral axis; d pu is the effective depth of prestressing tendons at ultimate; L is the beam length; and L o is the plastic region length.
In this study, the authors decided to use Eq.(26) as a starting point in modification with some parameters involved for proposal of a new equation in prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons. It should be noted that both external tendons and internally unbonded tendons are unbonded to concrete, so they have the same nature of unbonded tendons. However, the main difference between them is that while the external tendons change gradually in their effective depth during the deformation of the beams, the internally unbonded tendons do not practically change their effective depth during the loading. Therefore, Eq. (26) Note that more precise prediction of stress increase in the unbonded tendons could be obtained if 95% of the yield strength of tendons were used to calculate the depth of neutral axis, c y . However, when taking 100% of yield strength of unbonded tendons, the value of c y is a litter bit larger than that of the previous one. As a result, this leads to the predicted value of stress increase in unbonded tendons, shifting on the safe side.
In Eq. (27) , values of E ps and cu are taken from the test. When no information is available, the value of compressive strain of concrete at ultimate, cu =0.003 as specified in ACI Building Code 4) , and the elastic modulus of prestressing tendon, E ps =190kN/mm 2 were assumed for computing the unbonded tendon stress. Herein, the only unknown parameter in Eq. (27) is the length of plastic region, L o . In the previous study 31) , the plastic region length, L o for externally prestressed concrete beams was assumed to depend on the loading span, L d , i.e., it depends on the geometry of the applied load (see Fig.6 ), and was expressed in the following equation:
When Eq. (29) is applied for prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons, it is found that the predicted results largely disagree as compared with the measured values since the internally unbonded tendons do not have the second-order effects, as mentioned previously (see Fig.7 ). Furthermore, it is indicated in the previous studies that the span-to-depth ratio, L/d ps has insignificant effects on the stress in the external tendons 32) , but it has remarkable effects on the stress increase in the internally unbonded tendons, as recognized by various researchers in the past 12), 14)~18), 20) . As a result, when applying Eq. (29) for prediction of the stress increase in the internally unbonded tendons, the great discrepancy between the predicted and measured values was observed. Therefore, it was decided to formulate a new equation for calculating the plastic region length, L o in unbonded beams with some parameters involved. In order to establish an equation for calculation of the plastic region length, several important parameters were investigated, and several combinations of parameters were tried. According to the results from the parametric study, as well as the results from the regression analysis of all data samples collected in this study, the best correlation between the predicted and experimental results was obtained when the plastic region length, 
where q o is the combined reinforcing ratio; k, m are the coefficients, depending on the loading type; k=1 and m=0.02 for one-point loading, and k=2 and m=0.05 for two-point or uniform loading; 1 is the reduction factor of the concrete compression block, depending on the value of compressive strength of concrete. Note that for the case of two-point loading where the loading span, L d is equal to or less than the loading span for one-point loading (L d =L/f when f=8), the value of k and m is taken as for the case of one-point loading. In addition, for members likely slabs with the span-to depth ratio larger than 35, the value k and m is also taken equally to 1 and 0.02, respectively. It should be noted that all variables found important were taken into account for computing the plastic region length, or in the other words these variables mainly affected the unbonded tendon stress under the applied load.
Using Eqs. (27) and (28) together with Eq. (30), all collected data of ultimate stress will be calculated again. The results obtained by the proposed equations are then compared with the measured values to verify the fitness of the proposed equations in the next section.
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED EQUATION
The predicted results for both f ps and f ps obtained from the proposed equation were presented in Fig.8 , and results from the statistical analysis were also given in Table 2 for comparison. It is observed in Fig.8 that the correlation of f ps between the predicted and experimental results was quite good while an excellent correlation of f ps was obtained. Although the overestimated data predicted by the proposed equation were still high, however the proposed equation gave sufficiently good accuracy as compared with the experiment results. In comparison with other prediction equations, it is clearly observed that the proposed equation yields better correlation for both the stress increase and the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons. If only looking at the predicted results for f ps as shown in Figs.2, 3 and Fig.8 , it is not easy to recognize which equation among prediction equations provided better results as compared with the measured values since the discrepancies between them were not clearly seen. This is because the stress in the unbonded tendons is assumed to equal to the sum of the effective prestress, f pe and the stress increment due to the applied load, f ps as shown in Eq. (1), in which the effective prestress is often much larger than that of stress increment. However, when looking at the predicted results for f ps , it is clearly to identify that the proposed equation addition, when a comparison between the predicted results of f ps by using Eqs. (29) and (30) as shown respectively in Fig.7 and Fig.8a was made, it is clearly seen that Eq.(30) provided the significant improvement in the prediction of f ps for the internally unbonded tendons. Similarly, the results from the statistical analysis in Table 2 showed that the proposed equation provided the best correlation between the predicted and measured results among existing prediction equations in terms of standard deviation, mean value and correlation coefficient for both f ps and f ps . Further, while many existing prediction equations gave the undetermined correlation coefficients due to relatively more variability in prediction of f ps , the proposed equation provided an excellent fit to whole data samples collected in this study, with the correlation coefficient as high as 0.808 for f ps and 0.954 for f ps . Although Naaman's equation gave better results among the existing prediction equations, with the correlation coefficient of 0.606 for f ps , however the proposed equation provided the significant improvement in prediction of f ps as a comparison had been made. In addition, through a close look at both Naaman's and the proposed equations, they have very similar form. While the bond-reduction coefficient, u , which depends solely on the span-to-depth ratio, L/d ps , was accounted for Naaman's equation, the plastic region length concept was taken into account for the proposed equation, in which the plastic region length depends not only on the span-to-depth ratio, but also depends on the loading type, compressive strength of concrete, reinforcing ratio and prestressing ratio. This indicated that the plastic region length concept is suitable and a proper parameter to use for prediction of the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons.
Concerning the effects of plastic region length, L o , Fig.9 showed the relationship between the predicted value of f ps and predicted ratio of L o /L. It can be observed that the stress increment, f ps decreases with the increase in the ratio of L o /L. It seems to be somewhat in conflict with Eq. (27) , in which the stress increment due to the applied load is in rather direct proportion with the ratio of L o /L. However, coming back in Fig.4a and Fig.5c it can be observed that the increase in the value of q o makes the decrease in value of f ps , meanwhile it makes the increase in the ratio of L o /L. This means that the increase in the ratio of q o makes the change of both values of f ps and L o /L in the opposite direction. Further, if looking at Eq. (27) , beside the ratio of L o /L, another parameters also affect the stress increment in unbonded tendons, such as, the depth of neutral axis, c y , in which the value of c y has the adverse effects on f ps as shown in Fig.10 since the depth of neutral axis, c y is located in the denominator of Eq. (27) . As a result, the stress increase in unbonded tendons is smaller as the depth of neutral axis, c y becomes larger. On the other hand, both values of c y and L o /L depend strongly on the value of q o , and are in direct proportion with the value of q o . Therefore, a small portion of increase in f ps due to L o /L does not compensate the large portion of reduction in the stress increase due to larger value c y in Eq. (27) . However, in the case of everything being constant, a beam with larger ratio of L o /L will have bigger stress increase as compared with a beam with smaller ratio of L o /L. This was also verified by the experimental observation in the previous study 33) . Finally, it is important to note that the proposed equation, while yielding better correlation for both the stress increment and the ultimate stress in the unbonded tendons among the existing prediction equations, can capture the trend of experimental results with remarkable agreement. Further, despite the small discrepancy between the predicted and measured results does exist, the precision of the proposed equation in prediction of the ultimate tendon stress is nevertheless surprisingly good. In addition, the proposed equation has less scattering and tends to be more accurate. Although the sufficient accuracy in prediction of both values of f ps and f ps could be obtained by proposed equation, however, it does not imply that the existing prediction equations for ultimate stress in unbonded tendons cannot be used since the collected data in this study does not cover all ranges in practice design for structures with unbonded tendons. For a particular case, each prediction equation should be considered and checked its applicability when calculating the ultimate stress in unbonded tendons.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a comprehensive study on the evaluation of the loading-induced stress in the unbonded tendons at ultimate for beams prestressed with internally unbonded tendons. A new prediction for the ultimate tendon stress was proposed on the basic of plastic region length concept together with the parametric study. Some important aspects are noted from this study: 1. All prediction equations recommended in the codes are too conservative in prediction of the ultimate tendon stress.
Du & Tao's equation is very un-conservative and
is less preferred to use in the practical design. 3. While giving conservative results for almost data samples collected in this study, some existing prediction equations provided inconsistent results in some cases where negative values of f ps could be predicted. 4. All prediction equations, showed not only poor correlation as compared with the measured values, but also gave the relatively more scatter in prediction of f ps . 5. Among the existing prediction equations, Naaman's equation provided the better results as compared with the others. 6. While neither of prediction equations recommended in the codes nor prediction equations proposed by various researchers could provide sufficiently good accuracy for both f ps and f ps in comparison with the experimental results, the proposed equation could evaluate the stress at ultimate in the unbonded tendons with remarkably high accuracy. In addition, while maintaining sufficiently good accuracy in prediction of both f ps and f ps , the proposed equation yielded better correlation in comparison with the measured values among the existing prediction equations.
